
Computer Vision 

Exercise Session 10 – Image Categorization 



§  Given:  a set of images of cars 

 
§  Goal:  build up a prediction model  
§  Is there a car in the image? 

Your Task 

Yes! No! 



 
-  Assign Labels to new observations 
-  Feature 
-  BoW representation 
-  Feature detection 
-  Feature description 
-  Codebook construction 
-  Histogram of Visual Words 

-  Classifier 
-  Nearest Neighbor Model 
-  Naïve Bayesian Model 

Classification 





 
§  Example: 
§  This image contains a car and a dog. 
§  There is a car and a dog in the image. 

§  Sentence  ->  Not repeatable 
§  Letters      ->  Not representative 
§  Words       ->  Representative and repeatable 
§  Set of Words:   Absence 
§  Bag of Words:  Occurrence Frequency 

How to compare two documents? 



 
§  Widely used in : 
§  Natural Language Processing 
§  Information Retrieval 
§  Google Scholar: about 1,280,000 results 

§  Orderless Representation 
§  Simple 
§  Fixed Length vector for all instances 
§  Requried in lots of learning algorithms 

Bag of Words 



Challenges in generalizing to Images 

1. Feature Detection"
-  Easy to spot words in Documents"
-  blank character ect."
-  Difficult in images: "
-  2D & continoues -> Billions of segments"
-  Region Detector"
-  Dense Sampling -> good coverage"
-  Geometric Transformation Covariant Detector"
-  SIFT, SURF, MSER, Hessian-Affine,…"



Challenges in generalizing to Images 

2. Feature Description"
-  Simple to compare words in Documents"
-  Same sequence  of letters"
-  Difficult in images: "
-  Geometric Deformation, Illuminate differences, 

in-class variation"
-  Robust Descriptor"
-  Invariance to small variations"
-  SIFT, HoG, LBP, Shape Context…"



Challenges in generalizing to Images 

3.  Prototype Feature Collection"
-  Simple in Documents:"
-  Words are well defined concept"
-  Look up in a Dictionary"
-  Difficult in Images:"
-  Good Prototype: repeatable and representative"
-  Prototype Mining"
-  Codebook Learning"

" 



§  Training set  
§  50 images CAR - back view 
§  50 images NO CAR 

§  Testing set 
§  49 images CAR - back view   
§  50 images NO CAR 

Dataset 



§  Dense Sampling 

§  For object classification,  
dense sampling offers  
better coverage. 

§  Extract fixed size 
      image patches  
      on a regular grid 

 

Feature Extraction 



§  Histogram of oriented Gradients (HoG) 

Feature Description 



§  Gradient 
§  First order derivative 
§  Orientation & magnitude 
§  Invariant to certain Illumination variance 

§  Orientation 
§  Biologically plausible 
§  Simple cell in primary visual cortex responds 

primarily to oriented edges 

Histogram of oriented Gradients  



§  Histogram 
§  Location insensitive occurrence counting"
§  Spatial domain  
§  Angular domain 
 

§  Invariant  
§  Small spatial translation 
§  Small Deformation, rotation, … 

Histogram of oriented Gradients  



§  Example: each group 
of patches belongs to 
the same visual word 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

§  Ideally: an object part 
= a visual word 

Codebook Construction 



 
§  Output:  a set of prototype features           

(Codebook) 

§  Grouping 
§  all features with the same code word 
      are in the same group 
 

§  Prototypes:  
§  Use the a code word to represent an input 

feature 

"

Codebook Construction 



§  Grouping -> Clustering 
§  K-means Clustering 
§  Mean-shift 
§  Spectral Clustering (without 

prototype)"

Codebook Construction 



 
§  K-means  
 

1.  Initialize K clusters centers randomly 

2.  Repeat for a number of iterations: 

a.  Assign each point to the closest cluster center 

b.  Update the position of each cluster center to the 
mean of its assigned points"

Codebook Construction 



§  Histogram of visual words 

image 

BoW image 
representation 

visual words 

BoW Image Representation 



 
•  Nearest Neighbor Classification 

•  Bayesian Classification 

BoW Image Classification 



Training: 
§  No training is needed, lazy learning 

Testing: 
§  Test image -> BoW image representation x 
§  Find training image j with yj closest to x 
§  Classifier test image with binary label cj 

Nearest Neighbor Classifier 



§  Probabilistic classification scheme based on 
Bayes’ theorem 

§  Classify a test image based on the posterior 
probabilities 

§  Generative model 

Bayesian Classifier 



§  Generative model"
§  Learn joint probability function 
§  Can randomly generate observable data 
§  eg. Naïve Bayesian 

§  Discriminative model 
§  Learn decision boundaries 
§  Yield superior performance 
§  eg. SVM, AdaBoost, Random Forest  

Generative vs. Discriminative model 



§  Test image -> BoW image representation 

§  Compute the posterior probabilities 

§  Classification rule 

P (Car|hist) = P (hist|Car) · P (Car)

P (hist)

P (!Car|hist) = P (hist|!Car) · P (!Car)

P (hist)

P (Car|hist) > P (!Car|hist) => Car

P (Car|hist) <= P (!Car|hist) =>!Car

Bayesian Classifier 



§  In this assignment consider equal priors 

§  Notice that the posterior probabilities have the 
same denominator – normalization factor 

§  Classification rule 

P (Car) = P (!Car) = 0.5

P (hist)

P (hist|Car) > P (hist|!Car) => Car

P (hist|Car) <= P (hist|!Car) =>!Car

Bayesian Classifier 



§  How to compute the likelihoods?  

§  Each BoW image representation is a K-dimensional 
vector 
 
hist = [2    3    0    0    0 . . .  1   0]  

P (hist|Car), P (hist|!Car)

Number of 
counts for the 
2nd visual word 
in the codebook 

Number of 
counts for the 

K-th visual 
word in the 
codebook 

Bayesian Classifier 



§  Consider the number of counts for each visual word 
a random variable with normal distribution 
 
 
 
Warning: this is a very non-principled approximation 
as counts(i) is discrete and non-negative! 

§  For positive training images estimate: 

§  For negative training images estimate: 

counts(i) N (µ(i),�(i))

N (µp(i),�p(i))

N (µn(i),�n(i))

Bayesian Classifier 



§  BoW test image representation= [U1 U2 … UK] 

§  Probability of observing Ui counts for the ith visual 
word  

§  in a car image 

§  In a !car image 

P (Ui|N (µp(i),�p(i)))

P (Ui|N (µn(i),�n(i)))

Bayesian Classifier 



§  Using independence assumption: 

§  Numerical stability – use logarithm 

§   
 

§  Now we have the likelihoods  

P (hist|!Car) =
KY

i=1

P (Ui|N (µn(i),�n(i)))

P (hist|Car) =
KY

i=1

P (Ui|N (µp(i),�p(i)))

log(
KY

i=1

pi) =
KX

i=1

log(pi)

Bayesian Classifier 



Hand-in 

§ Report should include: 
§ Your classification performance 

§ Nearest neighbor classifier 
§ Bayesian classifier 

§  Variation of classification performance with K 

§ Your description of the method and discussion of your 
results 

§ Source code 

§ Try on your own dataset (for bonus marks!) 



Hand-in 

 

 

 

By 1pm on Thursday 9th January 2014  
Submit your reports to the SVN 


